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Panel A1 Invasions as individual, population or species-level phenomena. 
 
While species introductions are individual-level events, establishment and persistence are 
population or species-level events (Blackburn et al. 2011). Invasions are commonly 
understood as species-level phenomena across the scientific and management literature 
(i.e. a species becomes naturalized, a species becomes invasive). Due to the individual vs. 
species dichotomy, trait distributions may be drawn using either individual-level values or 
species-level mean values. This decision may have considerable implications, especially for 
the introduction stage: an individual-level approach accounts for the strength with which 
each species (and therefore their trait values) have been introduced, a species-level 
approach assumes that each species has been introduced equally (species contribute a 
single trait value to the distribution, i.e. their mean). The former approach seems more 
appropriate to accurately represent the distribution of trait values that have been 
introduced by incorporating the propagule pressure for each introduced species. However, 
information on introduction patterns is usually not easily available, and therefore taking an 
individual-level approach is usually challenging. 
 
The theoretical framework presented in this paper (Figure 3) assumes that species’ 
probability to be transported and introduced is independent from their distributional range 
and abundance worldwide; thus, it does not incorporate the idea that the propagule 
pressure for each introduced species is unequal. To examine the implications of this 
assumption, we compare the worldwide distribution of four traits - SLA, height, seed mass 
and woodiness - when species worldwide availability (and therefore the probability that 
they are picked up and introduced outside their natural range) is either ignored or 
acknowledged (Figure A1). We concluded that the shape of the trait distribution based on 
species-level mean values and the shape of the distribution based on weighted mean values 
were similar enough to assume little effect of the chosen approach on the conclusions 
drawn from the theoretical framework. 
 

  



Panel A2 Code for simulations 
 

Define probability functions 

normal_probability <- function (x, mean, sd) { 
out <- exp(( -(x - mean) ** 2) / (2 * (sd ** 2))) 
out <- out / sum(out) 
out 
} 

linear_probability <- function (x, intercept, slope) { 
out <- intercept + slope * x 
out <- out / sum(out) 
out 
} 

log_linear_probability <- function (x, intercept, slope) { 
out <- exp(intercept + slope * x) 
out <- out / sum(out) 
out 
} 

 

 

Simulation of introduction scenarios 

Random_introduction <- runif (10000, min = 1, max = 100) 

Biological_bias <- rlnorm (10000, mean_norm =20, sd_norm = 10) 

Human_preference_bias <- sample (x = Biological_bias, size = 10000, prob = 
normal_probability (Biological_bias, mean=50, sd=10), replace = TRUE) 

 
Human_preference_bias: Mean for main framework: 40 
Means for extension of the framework: 30, 45, 60 

 

 

Simulation of establishment scenarios 

Established_pool_noeffect <- sample (x = Introduced_pool, size = 1000, prob = rep 
(1, length (Introduced_pool)), replace = FALSE) 

Established_pool_effect <- sample (x = Introduced_pool, size =1000, prob = 
linear_probability (Introduced_pool, intercept = 0, slope = 0.005), replace = 
FALSE) 

 
Introduced_pool can be Random_introduction, Biological_bias or Human_preference_bias 
Effect for main framework: 0.005 
Effects for extension of the framework: 
prob = log_linear_probability (Introduced_pool, intercept, slope) 

slope = 0.0025, 0.05, 0.25 
 
 

Simulation of invasion scenarios 

Invasive_pool_noeffect <- sample (x = Established_pool, size = 100, prob = rep (1, 
length (Established_pool)), replace = FALSE) 

Invasive_pool_effect <- sample (x = Established_pool, size = 100, prob = 
linear_probability (Established_pool, intercept = 0, slope = 0.005), replace = 
FALSE) 

 



Effect for main framework: 0.005 
Effects for extension of the framework: 
prob = log_linear_probability (Established_pool, intercept, slope) 
slope = 0.0025, 0.05, 0.25 

 

  



Table A1 Descriptors of distributions presented in the theoretical framework (Figure 3), 
including mean, standard deviation and kurtosis. Kurtosis of a standard normal distribution 
is 3. Values of kurtosis above 3 represent a pointier distribution and values below 3, a flatter 
distribution. 
 

 

 

  



Figure A1 Distribution of worldwide values of specific leaf area, height and seed mass, and 
frequency of categories woody and non-woody. Continuous lines and black bars represent 
the relative frequency of trait values when each species contributes equally to the 
distributions (one species = one record); dashed lines and white bars represent the relative 
frequency of trait values when species’ contributions are weighted based on species’ 
occurrence worldwide (one species = as many records as number of countries where it has 
been found, so species with large geographic range will contribute more). The datasets 
include 2,912 (SLA); 3,456 (height); 2,446 (seed mass) and 5,313 species (woodiness). 
Records of species’ trait and species’ global distribution were collected from the BIEN 
database (Enquist et al. 2016, Maitner et al. 2018). 
 

 

 


